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Spotlight on: Convertible bonds
Convertible strategies are enjoying a resurgence in the
current environment of potential higher interest rates
and increased volatility.
In the first four months of 2014, convertible valuations
have benefited from a confluence of factors, including
a narrowing of bond market spreads and equity market
volatility. Growing concern about the impact of rising
interest rates (most immediately in the US) on straight
debt has furthered the appeal of the asset class because
convertibles’ equity characteristics have made them less
vulnerable to rising interest rates compared with nonconvertible debt.
With this supportive backdrop, convertible securities
have outpaced equities through April 2014, with the
Bank of America Merrill Lynch Global 300 index up
2.5%, versus a gain of 1.9% for the MSCI World index.
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New issuance

Calamos believes the macro landscape is likely to
encourage companies to bring more issues to market
in 2014. He said: “Convertible issuance is about capital
market access, which tends to improve as economic
recovery progresses. Over recent months, this
relationship has been illustrated by the $6.1bn of new
issuance coming out of Europe during the first quarter
of 2014.”
But these securities may prove challenging for the
novice investor. Convertibles have varying degrees of
equity and credit sensitivity. Those issues with higher
equity sensitivities perform more like stocks, while those
with higher credit sensitivity behave more like bonds.
These characteristics may change for a given convertible
over time, as well as for the convertible universe as a
whole.
Because of the complexity, Calamos suggested: “It is
not simply including convertibles that makes a strategy
work. What matters is how convertibles are managed to
achieve a desired outcome.”

Hybrid features

The value of a convertible security is influenced
by many factors, including the performance of the
underlying stock, its volatility and coupon. As shown
in the graphic, as the stock price of the convertible’s
issuer moves upward or downward, the convertible will
become more or less equity sensitive, respectively.
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Active management

Active management is the key, according to the group.
For example, the stronger performance of the
equity markets over recent years has resulted in a

global convertible market with a high degree of equity
sensitivity, particularly in the US market. This creates
both opportunities and risks.
Calamos explained: “Higher equity sensitivity
positions many convertibles to capture equity market
upside. However, that same equity sensitivity may
leave a convertible open to more
downside.
“The merits of convertibles are
most fully exploited when they
A convertible bond is a fixed
are managed to create a portfolio
income security with an embedded
with an asymmetrical risk profile
option to convert into the equity
– that is, one with more upside
shares of the issuer. This hybrid
than downside over full market
structure provides the opportunity
cycles. This asymmetry may be
for upside participation in the
very different at times from what
equity markets, as well the
the convertible market universe is
potential for downside protection
exhibiting overall.”
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the underlying stock decline.s.
which offer a balance of equity
Although many investors are
and fixed income characteristics is
considering convertibles for the
favoured by Calamos Advisors.
first time, the asset class dates to
Although there has been an
the 19th century, when US railroad
upswing in issuance, much has been
companies issued them.
below-investment grade, or unrated
Today, the convertible market is a
as companies forego the costs
global asset class valued at $363bn,
associated with securing a rating.
and reflects considerable diversity
In such an environment, a depth of
by industry, geography, and issuer
proprietary research can provide
terms.
advantages.
According to Calamos,
convertible portfolios asset allocation can be enhanced
with active management by potentially:

What is a convertible bond?

1

Dampening volatility
With fixed income attributes, convertibles may
provide lower-volatility participation in the equity
market over full market cycles. This could provide added
comfort to investors who wish to participate in the
equity market, but are concerned about downside.

2

Reducing interest rate vulnerability
Historically, convertibles have been less sensitive
to rising interest rates versus traditional bonds.
As such, convertibles provide investors with a way to
mitigate the impact of rising rates.

US convertible characteristics and the market cycle
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